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A German Nation? 

National and Confessional Identities 
before the Thirty Years War 

JOACHIM WHALEY 

In the wide-ranging introduction to his history of Germany in the 
nineteenth century, Heinrich von Treitschke (1834-96) character-
ized the period 1555 to 1618 as the 'ugliest years of German 
history'. While elsewhere in 'Germanic' Europe Protestantism 
strengthened the nation-state, in Germany the Reformation led 
to division and conflict. The Peace of Augsburg of 1555 provided 
but a temporary respite. The Empire now finally withdrew from 
the circle of great powers and abstained from engagement in 
European politics. Internally, Treitschke asserted, the Empire was 
paralysed by the mutual hostility of the 'deformed' blocs of 
Catholic, Lutheran, and Calvinist territories which coexisted 'tor-
pidly dreaming' until the 'last, decisive war of the age of conf es-
sional struggle'. 1 

Even if it is shorn of its Prusso-centric intent, Treitschke's 
description of the nadir of the German nation in the second half 
of the sixteenth century still chimes with the view of that period 
that prevails in many narratives of German history. Continuity 
seems to exist at the territorial level, while any sense of national 
identity is undermined or retarded by the assumed breakdown of 
the Empire in the sixty years before the Thirty Years War (1618-
48). The fact that the Empire failed to become a nation-state is 
also assumed to have had serious consequences for culture as well. 
According to Heinz Schlaffer's recent survey of the history of 
German literature ('the short history' of that literature, its title sug-
gests), early modern German culture is also marked by disconti-
nuity: the literature of the German Middle Ages was forgotten by 
1500; the literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was 

1 Heinrich von Treitschke, Deutsche Geschichte im Neun:;:ehnten]ahrhundert, 5 vols. (9th edn. 
Leipzig, 1912-14), i. 4-5. 
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forgotten by 1770.2 Truly German literature began around 1770, 
Schlaffer argues, at the same time as a German national con-
sciousness also began to form. Again such arguments have a dis-
tinguished pedigree: Herder (1744-1803) and the young Goethe 
(1749-1832) lamented the lack of a Spenser or a Shakespeare in 
the recent German past. However, the logic apparently dictated 
by international comparison is perhaps not as compelling as it 
may seem. The nature and cohesiveness of the British, French, 
and Spanish monarchies-all of them 'composite monarchies' 
until well into the eighteenth century-was comparable with that 
of the Empire for long periods. England and France both experi-
enced prolonged religious upheaval and all three experienced pro-
found constitutional conflicts which at one stage or another 
threatened their very survival. The long-term continuity in the 
history of these countries since the eighteenth century could not 
have been foreseen around 1600. 

Indeed, the comparisons made by some contemporaries at that 
time suggest a rather more positive view which has also character-
ized some recent historical research. Nicodemus Frischlin's (1547-
90) comedy Julius Redi:oivus, started in 1572 and completed in 1585, 
is directly concerned with the state of the German Empire relative 
to that of its neighbours in the late sixteenth century. 3 The plot is 
quite simple. Caesar and Cicero, once enemies in life, have 
become friends in the underworld. Their curiosity is aroused by 
the unusual appearance of newly arrived Germans and they are 
intrigued by accounts of the current state of Germany. So they 
gain permission from Pluto to leave the underworld to visit this 
country which the Romans subjugated during their lifetimes 1,600 
years ago. They admire Strasbourg, Augsburg, and Nuremberg, 
which they hold to be equal in wealth and artistic accomplishment 
to any cities of the ancient world. Then they meet first a German 
prince by the name of Hermann or Arminius and secondly a 
German Humanist Eobanus Hessus (1488-1540), who reveal to 
them the two glories of German modernity: first, the invention of 
gunpowder and armour; and, secondly, the invention of printing, 
papermaking, and book production. From the moment they set 
foot in the new Germany, Caesar and Cicero play the role of 

2 Heinz Schlaffer, Die kurze Geschichte tier deutschen Literatur (Munich, 2002), 18-19, 22-53. 
3 Nicodemus Frischlin,Julius Redwwus: Comoedia. In tier Obersetzung von]acob Frisch/in, ed. 

Richard E. Schade (Stuttgart, 1983). 
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wide-eyed bumpkins, scarcely able to comprehend what they see 
and hear. Caesar goes off with Hermann to find out more about 
the military skills of the Germans, while Cicero discusses the 
current state of German letters with the Humanist. Finally, they 
all join up again and the play ends after another protracted group 
discussion. 

The general message of the play is that Germany has pro-
gressed, that it has equalled and perhaps even surpassed Rome. 
Following the translatio imperii, the Germans now rule Rome. Their 
worldly power is matched by their artistic accomplishments. Not 
only do they write superb Latin verse; they are even fluent in 
Greek as well. That makes them the equals of the Romans, who 
also derived the elements of their culture from the Greeks. 
Germany, Cicero concludes at one point, has become Athens.4 

The superiority of the Germans is underlined by two further 
encounters which provide scenes of rich comedy. A Savoyard 
pedlar, a subject of the king of France, seeks to sell luxury goods 
to the Germans, an absurd figure with very poor and heavily 
accented German. Caesar fails to understand him since the lan-
guage he speaks is at best half Latin and really an amalgam of 
Celtic, Latin, Greek, and German. Even worse are the Italians 
who are represented by a chimney sweep from Milan. As Cicero 
comments ruefully, Italy has sunk so low that the Italians have to 
sweep the Germans' chimneys and they speak so barbarously that 
neither he nor Caesar understand-it is the German Humanist 
Eobanus Hessus who has to translate the chimney sweep's words 
into high Latin for them. 5 

The laudatio of the Germans is so fulsome that it has often 
troubled critics: some have tried to find at least some negative 
elements in it; others have sought to diagnose irony and scepticism 
to prove that Frischlin really wanted to condemn the Germans 
rather than praise them. 6 It is true that excessive eating and 
drinking are singled out as German vices. And there is a warning 

4 Ibid. 86. 5 Ibid. IOO. 
6 David Price, The Political Dramaturgy ef Nicodemus Frisch/in: Essays on Humanist Drama in 

Germar,y (Chapel Hill, NC, 1990), 60-4; Richard E. Schade, Studies in Early German Comedy 
1500-1600 (Columbia, SC, 1988), 97-122;Joachim Leeker, 'Frischlins Casar-Stucke im 
Spiegel der Tradition', in Sabine Holtz and Dieter Mertens (eds.), Nicodemus Frisch/in (1541 
1590): Poetische und prosaische Praxis unter den Bedingungen des koefessionellen Zeitalters (Stuttgart, 
1999), 563-91; Samuel M. Wheelis, 'Nicodemus Frischlin's ''.Julius Redivivus" and its 
Reflections on the Past', Studies in the Renaissance, 20 (1973), w6-17. 
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at the end against the dangers of an excessive use of weapons. 
However, the references throughout the play to peace and unity 
in the Empire are more striking. The peace of Germany is threat-
ened only by the desire of foreign, that is to say Spanish, troops 
wishing to march through the Empire to the conflict in the 
Netherlands. Otherwise peace prevails; the name of the emperor 
is sacred and he is honoured as highly as his majesty is revered; 
the seven electors are like the seven ephors or magistrates of 
Sparta. Even a reference to papal confirmation of the election of 
an emperor fails to evoke more than a mild comic moment; the 
pope is irrelevant. Caesar does not know who or what the pope is 
and Hermann professes not to be able to enlighten him very 
much: is he perhaps the head of the soothsayers, or Jupiter's high 
priest Dialis, Romulus' high priest Quirinalis, or Martialis' high 
priest of the god Mars? Hermann professes not to know for sure, 
except that he is the head of the cardinals and the highest bishop 
resident in the city ofRome. 7 As for the religion of the Germans, 
Hermann explains that both the French and the Germans share 
the same God and the same lord, who bears the name of Christ. 

In many ways there was little that was novel about Frischlin's 
depiction of the Germans as a people who had maintained the 
physical and moral characteristics, as well as some of the vices, of 
their forebears. He takes up themes that had been central to 
German Humanism for about a hundred years. Yet it is not clear 
how we are to understand his play. Was he being ironic? Was he 
dissembling in what he said about religion? Was he, asJacques 
Ridé suggested in a rather Hegelian interpretation, the late or 
decadent commentator on a Humanist movement that had run 
its course?8 These questions raise issues of national identity, con-
fessional identity, and the nature of late Humanism that have 
assumed increasing significance in recent years. 

First, Frischlin's text provides a number of perspectives on the 
question of national identity. It is striking that Frischlin does not 
dwell on the problems of the Empire. Attempts by critics such as 
David Price to interpret the play as a premonition of the Thirty 
Years War rely largely on textual elements that were inserted 
by others after Frischlin's death-the play went through eighteen 

7 Frischlin, Julius, 32. 
8 Jacques Ridé, 'Der Nationalgedanke im "Julius Redivivus" von Nicodemus Frischlin', 

Daphnis, 9 (1980), 719-41; see also Wheelis, 'Frischlin's "Julius"'. 
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editions by 1636.9 In particular, the dark hints of bloodshed and 
violence to come that characterize the fragmentary Act V seem 
to have been inserted by his brother Jacob Frischlin (1557-1621). 
Nicodemus Frischlin himself wrote only four acts and his theme is 
unity and harmony. The only warning he included was the one 
that he reiterated in the prologue to his Helvetiogermani of 1589: 
human happiness is fragile and the eternal law of fate teaches us 
that what has reached the highest point falls more rapidly than it 
rose. 10 

It is possible that there were personal reasons for the emphasis 
on harmony. At the time that he completed the play Frischlin was 
trying to re-establish his position after the disastrous controversy 
with the Wilrttemberg nobility and his temporary exile in 
Laibach. 11 His portrayal of the friendship between Caesar and 
Cicero in some sense expresses the wish to forge a similar friend-
ship between himself and his duke. In general, however, 
Frischlin's text seems to resonate with the re-evaluation over the 
last ten years or so of the national theme in some German treat-
ments of the early modern Reich. 

Since the late 1990s there has been a steady stream of important 
work that has elaborated this theme. Medieval historians have 
been investigating this theme at least since the 1970s. 12 Early 
modern historians were more reticent and generally subscribed to 
an orthodoxy that held that the Empire was non-national, pre-
national, or supranational. The idea that the Reich with its im-
perial circles (Reichskreise) was a forerunner of a Europe of 
regions was simply another variation on this theme. During the 
1990s that changed. An important review article by Reinhard 
Stauber in 1996 drew together numerous strands to suggest that 
German developments analysed by Otto Dann and Wolfgang 
Hardtwig confirmed the findings of English and French scholars 

9 Ride, 'Nationalgedanke', 720; Price, Political Dramaturgy, 64; id., 'Nicodemus 
Frischlin's Rhetoric', in Stella Purce Revard, Fidel Radle, and Mario A. Di Cesare (eds.), 
Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Guelpherbytani (Binghamton, NY, 1988), 531-9, at 536. 

10 Nicodemus Frischlin, Hildegardis Magna, Dido, Venus, Helvetiogermani: Historisch-kritische 
Edition, Obersetzung, Kommentar, ed. Nicola Kaminski, 2 vols. (Berne, 1995), i. 374-5. 

11 Dieter Stievermann, 'Der Fall des Dichters Nicodemus Frischlin (1547-1590) als 
sozialgeschichtliches Exempel', in Holtz and Mertens (eds.), Nicodemus Frisch/in (1541 1590), 
163-200. 

12 Reinhard Stauber, 'Nationalismus vor dem Nationalismus: Eine Bestandsaufnahme 
der Forschung zu "Nation" und "Nationalismus" in der Friihen Neuzeit', Geschichte in 
Wissenschqfl und Unterricht, 47 (1996), 139-65, at 140-2. 
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that there was nationalism, or at least a sense of national iden-
tity, before the nineteenth century. 13 Major interpretations by 
Wolfgang Burgdorf (1998) and Georg Schmidt (1999) created a 
new perspective on the Empire itself as an object of national iden-
tification in the early modern period. 14 Since then there has been 
a steady stream of important work that has elaborated the theme. 
Caspar Hirschi has followed Herfried Münkler in analysing the 
construction of a German nation by the Humanists. 15 Martin 
Wrede has illuminated the role of the enemies of the Empire in 
forging German unity and solidarity between the Peace of 
Westphalia (1648) and the Seven Years War (1756-63). 16 Robert 
von Friedeburg has published a number of important discussions 
of the meanings of 'fatherland' and 'nation' in the late sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 1 7 Most recently Alexander Schmidt has 
explored the discourse of the 'fatherland' in the Empire between 
1555 and 1648 and Thomas Lau has surveyed the development of 
the notion of 'Germany' in the period from 1500 to 1650. 18 The 
trend seems to be widening all the time as familiar texts are read 
in a new light-Horst Dreitzel has, for example, rediscovered 
JohannJoachim Becher (1635-82) as the most significant exponent 

13 Stauber, 'Nationalismus vor dem Nationalismus'. 
14 Wolfgang Burgdorf, Reichskonstitution und Nation: Verfassungsreformprqjekte.fiir das Heilige 

Riimische Reich Deutscher Nation im politischen Schrifltum von 1648 bis 1806 (Mainz, 1998); Georg 
Schmidt, Geschichte des A/ten Reichs: Staal und Nation in der Friihen Neu;;.eit 149s-1806 (Munich, 
1999). 

15 Herfried Miinkler, Hans Griinberger, and Kathrin Mayer, Nationenbildung: Die 
Nationalisierung Europas im Diskurs humanistischer lntellektueller: ltalien und Deutsch/and (Berlin, 
1998); Caspar Hirschi, Wettkampf der Nationen: Konstruktionen einer deutschen Ehrgemeinschqfl an 
der Wende vom Mittelalter ;;.ur Neu;;.eit (Giittingen, 2005). 

16 Martin Wrede, Das Reich und seine Feinde: Politische Feindbilder in der reichspatriotischen 
Publi;;.istik ;;.wischen Westfalischem Frieden und Siebenjiihrigem Krieg (Mainz, 2004); id., 'Der Kaiser, 
das Reich, die deutsche Nation-und ihre "Feinde": Natiogenese, Reichsidee und der 
"Durchbruch des Politischen" imjahrhundert nach dem Westfalischen Frieden', Historische 
,<.eitschrift, 280 (2005), 83-116. 

17 Robert von Friedeburg, 'The Making of Patriots: Love of Fatherland and Negotiating 
Monarchy in Seventeenth-Century Germany', Journal qf Modern History, 77 (2005), 881-916; 
id., '"Patria" und "Patrioten" vor dem Patriotismus: Pf!ichten, Rechte, Glauben und die 
Rekonfigurierung europaischer Gemeinwesen im 17.Jahrhundert', in id. (ed.), 'Patria' und 
'Patrioten' vor dem Patriotismus: ljlichten, Rechte, Glauben und die Rekonfigurierung europiiischer 
Gemeinwesen im q. Jahrhundert (Wiesbaden, 2005), 7-54. 

18 Alexander Schmidt, Vaterlandsliebe und Religionskoriflikt: Politische Diskurse im A/ten Reich 
(1555-1648) (Leiden, 2007); id., 'Konfession und nationales Vaterland: Katholische 
Reaktionen aufden protestantischen Patriotismus im Alten Reich (1520-1620)', in Thomas 
Kaufmann, Anselm Schubert, and Kaspar von Greyerz (eds.), Friihneu;;.eitliche Kor!fessions-
kulturen (Giitersloh, 2008), 13-48; Thomas Lau, TeuLrchland: Eine Spurensuche 1500 bis 1650 
(Stuttgart, 20w). 
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of the Empire as the 'nation-state of the Germans' in the period 
after 1650. 19 

The new trend has not developed unchallenged. Some have 
taken exception to what they see as a national tum in early modem 
German historiography which they have linked to political devel-
opments after 1989. 20 Yet, as Stauber's review pointed out, the 
foundations were laid long before the contemporary political trans-
formation. Others, such as Axel Gotthard, have serious method-
ological reservations. 21 The fundamental problem is that the 
sources for the idea of the nation are relatively few in number and 
represent the thoughts of a small, highly educated elite. How much 
do texts such as Frischlin's play really tell us about national iden-
tification? Are we not always largely dependent on the testimony 
of those involved in political argument, people for whom the terms 
patria and natio became polemical slogans that were infinitely 
flexible? Should we use the term patriotism rather than national-
ism to describe the phenomenon? Is 'nationalism' too extreme a 
term, too closely associated with the nineteenth century? Is patri-
otism, on the other hand, too weak or flexible a term? Can 
Reichspatriotismus ever be equated with any kind of nationalism? 

The objection that early modem nationalism or patriotism was 
at best an elite phenomenon seems unconvincing: the same was 
true of the nationalism of the early nineteenth century. The fact 
that Frischlin's texts were written mostly in Latin might seem to 
confirm the elitist view. On the other hand, he always included 
German explanations for the 'illiterati'. 22 Furthermore, his Julius 
clearly takes for granted awareness of the differences between the 
Germans, French, and Italians and of the identification of the 
Germans with the Empire as a political system whose emperor is 
different from the French king only in that he enjoys higher status 
and is elected and supported by seven electors or ephori. 

19 Horst Dreitzel, 'Zehnjahre "Patria" in der politischen Theorie in Deutschland: Prasch, 
Pufendorf, Leibniz, Becher 1662 bis 1672', in Friedeburg (ed.), 'Patria' und 'Patrioterl', 367-534. 

20 Heinz Schilling, 'Reichs-Staat und friihneuzeitliche Nation der Deutschen oder 
teilmodernisiertes Reichssystem: Oberlegungen zu Charakter und Aktualitat des Alten 
Reiches', Historische ,Zeilschrifi, 272 (2001), 377-g5; Wolfgang Reinhard, 'Friihmoderner Staat 
und deutsches Monstrum: Die Entstehung des modernen Staates und das Alte Reich', 
,Zeilschrififar historische Forschung, 29 (2002), 339-57. 

21 Axel Gotthard, 'Vormoderne Lebensraume: Annaherungsversuch an die Heimaten 
des friihneuzeitlichen Mitteleuropaers', Historische ,Zeitschrifi, 276 (2003), 37-94; id., In der 
Ferne: Die Wahmehmung des Raums in der Vormoderne (Frankfurt am Main, 2007). 

22 Gunter Hess, 'Deutsch und Latein bei Frischlin: Imitatio und Abweichung', in Holtz 
and Mertens (eds.), Nicodemus Frisch/in (1541 1590), 471-93. 
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One argument frequently advanced in the past to explain the 
delayed development of a sense of German history was the emer-
gence of strong confessional identities in the second half of the six-
teenth century. Again, Frischlin's play can provide a refreshing 
new perspective. It is striking that Frischlin emphasizes religious 
unity along with political unity: one God and one religion. He 
was certainly not impartial or immune to confessional polemic 
and his play Phasma of 1580 was as bitter a confessional polemic as 
any of its time. 23 Yet again personal professional matters seem to 
be significant: the play was written and performed at a time when 
he still hoped he would be able to rescue his position in 
Wiirttemberg: a firm expression of support for Lutheran ortho-
doxy could only be helpful. Significantly, however, Frischlin 
himself never published the play. In other works, furthermore, 
especially some poems but also in other plays, he expressed posi-
tively irenic views; he had Catholic friends and even briefly 
accepted a job at the University of Freiburg. Indeed, the title of 
his polemic Phasma (apparitions) could just as easily be turned 
against the orthodox Lutherans of Wiirttemberg as against the 
Catholics and Calvinists. 

Such attitudes seem to put Frischlin at odds with a historical 
orthodoxy that has long dominated the study of the Reich before 
1618: the unbridgeable gulf between Protestants and Catholics 
that divided the German nation and allegedly plunged the Reich 
into the Thirty Years War. The confessionalizaticin theses of 
Ernst Walter Zeeden, Heinz Schilling, and Wolfgang Reinhard 
in many ways simply updated the traditional view: they empha-
size the fundamental incompatibility of the new confessional cul-
tures, the regionalized nature of the conf essionalization process, 
which resulted in German state formation taking place at the ter-
ritorial level, leaving the Empire as little more than an empty 
shell. 24 Did the nation of the Humanists around 1500 therefore 
degenerate into a Protestant sectarian nation by 1600? Or, as 
Caspar Hirschi puts it, if Protestant ideas of national unity 
excluded Catholics then perhaps they cannot be regarded as 
helpful to the unity of the Empire. Only when secularization 
began to dissolve the confessional fronts in the eighteenth century, 

23 Price, Political Dramaturgy, 84-w2. 
24 See the survey and discussion of these arguments in Stefan Ehrenpreis and Ute Lotz-

Heumann, Reformation und konjessionelles Zeitalter (Darmstadt, 2002), esp. 621 9. 
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he suggests, could the discourse of nationhood develop a truly 
integrative function. 25 

We can, perhaps, find some answers to these issues if we tum 
to the third problem, namely the nature and functions of German 
late Humanism. A persistent traditional view in German scholar-
ship held that by the later sixteenth century Humanist studies in 
Germany had become remote from the real world. 26 Philology 
and the study of classical texts had become ends in themselves 
among a small elite of Latinate scholars who devoted much 
energy to congratulating each other in florid poetic tributes, but 
who otherwise showed little interest in a world that did not value 
them and in which they had little influence. 27 At best their 
endeavours were seen as a futile, though sometimes moving 
attempt to regain a unity that the confessional split had in reality 
destroyed for good-endeavours that persisted after 1648 in the 
continuing pursuit of universalism by intellectuals such as 
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716). 28 

Recent studies have opened up rather different perspectives. 29 

The later Humanists were not isolated intellectuals but key players 
in the administration of the territories in the later sixteenth 
century. The imperial court itself was dominated by such figures 
under Maximilian II (r. 1564-76) and Rudolf II (r. 1576-1612).30 

2; Hirschi, Wettkampf, 485-8. 
25 Erich Trunz, 'Der deutsche Spathumanismus um 1600 als Standeskultur', in Richard 

Alewyn (ed.), Deutsche Barocliforschung (Cologne, 1965), 147-81; Notker Hammerstein, Bi/dung 
und Wissenscheft vom 15. bis zum q. Jahrhundert (Munich, 2003), 1 w-12; R. J. W. Evans, 
'Rantzau and Weiser: Aspects of Later German Humanism', History ef European Ideas, 5 
(1984), 257-72; Wilhelm Kuhlmann, Gelehrtenrepubli.k und Fiirstenstaat: Entwicklung und Kriti.k 
des deutschen Spiithumanismus in der Literatur des Barockzeitalters (Tu bingen, 1982), 17-66. 

27 Horst Dreitzel, Protestantischer Aristotelismus und absoluter Staal: Die Politica des Henning 
Amisaeus ea. 1575-1636 (Wiesbaden, 1970), 28; Hugh Powell, Trammels q/Tradition: Aspects ef 
German Life and Culture in the Seventeenth Century and their Impact on the Contemporary Literature 
(Tiibingen, 1988), 1-4. 

28 R.J. W. Evans, 'Learned Societies in Germany in the Seventeenth Century', European 
Studies Review, 7 (1977), 129-51; id., 'Culture and Anarchy in the Empire, 1540-1680', Central 
European History, 18 (1985), 14-30. 

29 Manfred P. F1eischer, 'Komm in den totgesagten Garten und schau: Der deutsche 
Humanismus nach 1550', -<,eitschrifl.fiir Religions- und Geistesgeschichte, 42 (1990), 136-54; Axel 
E. Walter, Spiithumanismus und Korifessionspolitik: Die europiiische Gelehrtenrepublik um 1600 im 
Spiegel der Korrespondenzen Georg Michael Lingelsheims (Tiibingen, 2004), 8-40; Notker 
Hammerstein, 'Einleitung', in id. and Gerrit Walther (eds.), Spiithumanismus: Studien iiber das 
Ende einer kulturhistorischen Epoche (Gottingen, 2000), 9-18. 

30 Nicolette Mout, "'Dieser einzige Wiener Hof von Dir hat mehr Gelehrte als ganze 
Reiche anderer": Spathumanismus am Kaiserhofin der Zeit Maximilians II. und Rudolfs II. 
(1564-1612)', in Hammerstein and Walther (eds.), Spiithumanismus, 46-64. 
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Whether trained in theology or, increasingly, in law or medicine, 
they were not only academics and writers: they were political and 
practical, often engaged as legally trained councillors ('gelehrte 
Räte') or court preachers ('Hofprediger'). And, owing to the mas-
sive expansion of administrations since the 1530s, they were now 
more numerous than their predecessors around 1500. Frischlin 
himself was in many ways typical of this type of homo novus, or 
rather, he would have been had he not been so intemperate in his 
denunciation of the Wurttemberg nobility. 31 On the title page of 
the first edition of his collected Latin dramas of 1585 he announced 
himself as 'Poetas, orator et philosophus'. 32 A central theme of his 
Julius play is the friendship between Caesar and Cicero, underlined 
by the injunction in Mercurius' concluding speech that learned 
men should be valued by a society that had no need to envy its 
neighbours. 33 What was once seen as 'late' and degenerate is now 
perceived as vital and innovative. Later German Humanism also 
shared the national tendency oflater Humanism elsewhere: a dis-
tinctive national tum, a concern with the development of standards 
for the vernacular having first proved their competence or equality 
with the 'Romans'. In the German case, the example of the 
Netherlands and in particular Daniel Heinsius (1580-1655) became 
especially significant alongside influences from Italy and France; 
and Heinsius was important not only as a literary and linguistic 
model but also as a political symbol of Spanish oppression and of 
a struggle for liberty againstJesuitical tyranny. 34 

This seems to indicate a confessional division. Yet later German 
Humanism also had pronounced non-confessional or supra-con-
fessional tendencies. 35 Recent studies of the Thirty Years War 

3! Stievermann, 'Frischlin', 185-96. 
32 Winfried Barner, 'Nicodemus Frischlins "satirische Freiheit"', in Hammerstein and 

Walther (eds.), Spiithumanismus, 397-422. 33 Frischlin,Julius, 115-17. 
34 Klaus Garber, 'Spathumanistische VerheiBungen im Spannungsfeld von Latinitat 

und nationalem Aufbruch', in Eckhard KeB!er and Heinrich C. Kuhn (eds.), Germania 
Latina-Latinitas teutonica: Politik, Wissenschqfi, humanistische Kultur vom spiiten Mittelalter bis in 
unsere <,eit, 2 vols. (Groningen, 1992), i. 107-42; Barbara Becker-Cantarino, Daniel Heinsius 
(Boston, 1978), 13-14, 23, 54, 148; Ferdinand van Ingen, 'Niederlandisch-deutsche 
Literatur-beziehungen', in Walther Killy (ed.), Literaturlexikon: Begriffi, &alien, Methoden, 15 
vols. (Munich, 1988-93), xiv. 158-62. 

35 Anton Schindling, 'Konfessionalisierung und Grenzen von Konfessionalisierbarkeit', 
in Anton Schindling and Walter Ziegler (eds.), Die Territorien des Reichs im <,eitalter der 
Reformation und Konfessionalisierung: Land und Korifession 1500-1650, 7 vols. (various edns.; 
Munster, 1989-97), vii. 9-44; Gerrit Walther, 'Humanismus und Konfession', in 
Hammerstein and Walther (eds.), Spiithumanismus, 113-27. 
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suggest that the Reich was not as divided as was once assumed. 36 

There were tensions, of course, but the causes of the war in 1618 
lay not so much in the Empire itself but rather in the problems of 
the Habsburgs in their own lands. The Bohemian conflict only 
became a truly German war when Ferdinand II (r. 1619-37) 
extended his war aims from the subjugation of Bohemia and the 
punishment of the Palatine elector to the subjugation of the Reich 
as a whole, which alarmed the Catholic princes as much as the 
Protestants. 

Similarly, the attitudes of many later Humanists remained rel-
atively open. At one level confessional differences could generate 
different scholarly preoccupations: Protestants focused on philol-
ogy and history; many Catholics remained focused more on 
oratory, though there were notable Catholic philologists and his-
torians as well. 37 Within Protestantism there were also different 
scholarly cultures: Lutherans tended to emphasize the providential 
nature of Luther's (1483-1546) linguistic achievement; Calvinists 
tended to emphasize the potential of the vernacular to restore 
unity and harmony, sometimes as a prelude to the creation of a 
wider harmony between all speakers of all the different vernacu-
lars. 38 Scholarly disputes were inevitably often sharpened by per-
sonal and confessional differences. Catholic and Protestant 
historians were, after all, trying to construct the true 'master nar-
rative' of Christianity on the basis of the same documentary tra-
dition. 39 However, the significance of these differences was 
generally much exaggerated by German Protestant scholars in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In fact, it seems that 
many increasingly regarded their religion as a private matter and 
certainly not something that should be an obstacle to communi-
cation with other educated and scholarly men. There were of 

36 Peter H. Wilson, From Reich to Revolution: German History, 1558-1806 (Basingstoke, 2004), 
103-31. 

37 HerbertJaumann, 'Gibt es eine katholische &spublica litteraria? Zurn problematischen 
Konzept der Gelehrtenrepublik in der frilhen Neuzeit', ,?.eitsprunge: Forschungen zur Friihen 
Neuzeit, 2 (1998), 3611 9; Walther, 'Humanismus und Konfession', 125; Stefan Benz, 
,?.wischen Tradition und Kritik Katholische Geschichtsschreibung im barocken Heiligen Riimischen Reich 
(Husum, 2003), 165-279. 

38 Amo Borst, Der Turmbau uon Babel: Geschichte der Meinungen iiber Ursprung und Vze!felt der 
Sprachen und Vb'lker, 4 vols. (Stuttgart, 1957-63), iii. pt. 1, pp. 1346-52. 

39 Ingrid A. R. de Smet, 'How to Make Enemies, or Gaspar Scioppius and the Might 
of the Pen', ,?.eitspriinge: Forschungen zur Friihen Neuzeit, 2 ( 1998), 2m-30; Markus Volkel, 'Das 
Verhiiltnis von religio patriae, corifessio und eruditio bei Marx Weiser', in HcrbertJaumann 
(ed.), Di£ europiiische Gelehrtenrepublik im ,?.eitalter des Korifessionalismus (Wiesbaden, 2001), 127-40. 
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course limits. Lipsius (1547-1606) variously comported himself as 
Catholic, Lutheran, and Calvinist; he taught that rulers should 
desist from enforcing religious orthodoxy if they could. Yet he was 
nonetheless ultimately forced to place his scholarship in the service 
of the Pax Catholica after he settled in Lou vain in 1592. 40 

The compelling evidence for the prevalence of irenic views in 
the Empire and its institutions made it difficult to pin down the 
political thrust of later German Humanism. Klaus Garber has 
argued that the main tendency was Calvinist and that the dominat-
ing philosophy was neostoicism, emanating from the Netherlands 
and disseminated in Germany from Heidelberg in the west and 
Silesia in the east.41 In his view, the neo-Latin and vernacular lit-
erary revival around 1600 was part of a national uprising that 
aimed to form a federation, perhaps even a republic that would 
transcend religious conflict and deliver Germany from tyranny. 
This neatly links scholarly and literary developments with the 
Bohemian uprising; it also, Garber suggests, brings German devel-
opments into line with what he calls the 'best traditions of 
Europe'.42 

The networks and relationships he describes undoubtedly 
existed, yet his account places too much emphasis on Calvinism 
and on the supposed tragedy of a German leap into modernity 
that failed. Above all, the emphasis on Calvinist activism and on 
what Garber calls 'a unique historical juncture' ('eine einmalige 
geschichtliche Stunde') seems to underestimate the significance of 
a much broader political tendency that was not truncated by the 
war and that did, in fact, shape the history of the Empire for the 
next century and a half. 4 3 

For all the confessional and scholarly differences between 
Humanists, many of them shared at least one piece of common 
ground and that was opposition to the Jesuits. That was certainly 
characteristic of most Protestants, whatever their political views, 
but it was also characteristic, for example, of the Wurzburg 

40 Jan Papy, '.Justus Lipsius and the German Republic of Letters: Latin Philology as a 
Means oflntellectual Exchange and Influence', in KeBler and Kuhn (eds.), Germaniauitina, 
i. 523-38. 

41 Garber, 'VerheiBungen', 117-18, 123-5; Pierre Behar, 'Martin Opitz: Weltan-
schauliche Hintergrilnde einer literarischen Bewegung', Germanisch-Rnmanische Monatsschrifl, 
34 (1984), 44-53; Leonard Forster, 'Deutsche und europaische Barockliteratur', Wo!fenbiit-
teler Beitriige, 2 (1973), 64-84. 

42 Garber, 'VerheiBungen', 142. •3 Ibid. 141. 
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Humanists of the 1570s and 158os.44 And it is surely significant 
that Kaspar Schoppe (1576-1649), one of the most zealous con-
verts to Catholicism and a vicious confessional polemicist, came to 
believe that the expulsion of the Jesuits from the Empire was the 
precondition for establishing a lasting peace between Catholics 
and Protestants. 45 The second key problem for him was the chal-
lenge by radical Calvinists to the position of the Habsburgs. Once 
that was resolved, unity could be restored. The political impetus 
oflater Humanism was thus much wider and embraced a variety 
of loyalist positions that excluded both Calvinist and Jesuit 
activism. This seems to have been the basis for the Frucht-
bringende Gesellschaft of 1617 which aspired to include all three 
confessions as long as their members did not engage in conf es-
sional polemics. 46 

Frischlin died in 1590 and so can provide us with no answers to 
questions relating to the years immediately preceding the Thirty 
Years War, though this has not prevented critics from presenting 
him as a prophet of impending doom. The life and work of 
another late Humanist which extended into the Thirty Years War 
can, however, shed some light on reactions to later events, and 
suggests some provisional answers. Melchior Goldast von 
Haiminsfeld (1578-1635) was a Calvinist, born near Bischofszell in 
the Swiss canton ofThurgau.47 In some ways his education and 
career are typical for a Humanist of the time: he studied at both 
Catholic and Protestant universities; he developed a wide range of 
contacts, first in St Gallen, then in Geneva and Heidelberg; he 

44 Walter, Spathumanismus, 129-30; Ernst Schubert, 'Conrad Diner: Ein Beitrag zur 
geistigen und sozialen Umwelt des Spathumanismus in Wtirzburg', Jahrbuchfiir ftankische 
Landeiforschung, 33 (1973), 213-38; Walther, 'Humanismus und Konfession', 122; Benz, 
,Zwischen Tradition und Kritik, 278-9, 526-8, 678. 

45 Hugo Altmann, 'Kaspar Schoppe', in Friedrich Wilhelm Bautz (ed.), Biographisch-
bibliographisches !Grchenlexikon, 30 vols. (Hamm, 1970-), xviii. 1261-97; Schmidt, 'Konfession 
und nationales Vaterland', 41-5. 

46 In fact the first Catholic was only admitted in 1626, nine years after the society's 
foundation; a total of 17 Catholics of the 527 members were admitted by 1650; Wolfgang 
Hardtwig, Genossensch<ifi, Sekte, Verein in Deutsch/and, i: Vom Spiitmittelalter bis zur Franziisischen 
Revolution (Munich, 1997), 2w-u. 

47 Rudolf Hoke, 'Goldast', in Handworterbuch zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte, 5 vols. (Berlin, 
1971-98), i. cols. 17351 ; Anne A. Baade, Melchior Goldast von Haiminifeld: Collector, 
Commentator, Editor (New York, 1992); Gundula Caspary, Spathumanismus und Reichs-
patriotismus: Melchior Go/dast und seine Editionen zur Rei'chsve,fassungsgeschichte (Gottingen, 2006); 
a full list ofGoldast's works is in W. E. Gonzenbach, 'Goldast, Melchior de Haiminsfeld', 
inJean George Theodore Graesse (ed.), Tresor de livres rares et precieux ou Nouveau Dictionnaire 
bibliographique, 7 vols. in 8 (Dresden, 1859-69), iii. w7-11. 
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was by all accounts an extraordinarily prolific correspondent.48 

The relative poverty of his family background obliged him to 
leave the University of Altdorf without taking his doctorate. He 
then acted as secretary first to the scholar and manuscript collec-
tor Dr Bartholomaus Schobinger (1566-1604) in St Gallen and 
then to the due de Bouillon (1555-1623), and then as tutor of 
Friedrich Ludwig von Hohensax (1592-1629). When he failed to 
obtain a post at either Prague or Heidelberg, he moved to 
Frankfurt where he lived a meagre existence until his marriage to 
the daughter of a patrician family provided basic financial secu-
rity. The dukes of Weimar appointed him a 'Rat von HauB aus' 
in respect of the legal opinions he wrote for them. In 1615 he 
finally achieved his first salaried appointment as councillor to 
Count Ernst of Schaumburg (1569-1622), whom he served for 
seven years before returning to Frankfurt in 1622. 

Goldast's appointment in Biickeburg in 1615 was the first real 
recognition that he gained for what was by then already a remark-
able body of published work. The starting point was his work for 
Schobinger who had employed him to help prepare an edition of 
the works of Joachim Vadianus (1484-1551) of St Gallen to mark 
the fiftieth anniversary of the great Humanist's death in 1601.49 

This brought him into contact with the vast corpus of medieval 
manuscripts that Vadianus had studied in the library of the 
former monastery at St Gallen; it also quite by chance gave him 
access to the Heidelberg Codex Manesse which had been loaned 
to Johann Philipp von Hohensax (1550-96) and which ended up 
in Schobinger's hands after the latter's death in 1596.50 

48 Caspary, Spiithumanismus, 46-50; Bernhard Hertenstein, Joachim van Watt (Vadianus), 
Bartlwwmiius Schobinger, Melchior GoldasL" Die Beschiif/igung mit dem Althochdeutschen van St. Gallen 
in Humanismus und Friihbarock (Berlin, 1975), 126-35. 

49 Hertenstein, Joachim van Watt, 120-3. 
50 Hubert Weber, 'Melchior Goldast van Haiminsfeld und die Anfange der Walther-

Philologie im 17. Jahrhundert: Eine Wurdigung', in Robert Luff and Rudolf Kilian 
Weigand (eds.), A,fystik, Vberlieferung, Naturkunde: Gegenstiinde und Methoden mediiivistischer 
Forschungspraxis (Hildesheim, 2002), 13-35; Rudolf van Raumer, Geschichte der germanischen 
Philowgie vorzugsweise in DeuLrchland (Munich, 1870), 48, 51-g; Bernd A. Weil, Die Re;:;eption des 
Minnesangs in Deutsch/and seit dem ,5. Jahrhundert (Frankfurt am Main, 1991), 56-60; Ulrich 
Seelbach, 'Mittelalterliche Literatur in dcr Friihen Neuzeit', inJorgJungmayr, Christiane 
Caemmerer, Walter Delabar, and Knut Kiesant (eds.), Das Berliner Model/ der Mittleren 
Deutschen Literatur (Amsterdam, 2000), 89-ll5; Graeme Dunphy, 'Melchior Goldast und 
Martin Opitz: Humanistische Jvlittelalter-Rezeption um 1600', in Nicola McLelland, Hans-
Jochen Schiewer, and Stefanie Schmitt (eds.), Humanismus in der deutschen Literatur des 
Mittelalters und der Friihen Neuzeit: XVIII. Anglo-German Colloquium Hefgeismar 2003 (Tubingen, 
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These studies formed the core of what soon became a cultural-
political programme of great diversity but of a singular unity of 
purpose. In 1604 Goldast published poems from the Heidelberg 
codex for the first time in his collection of didactic verse: the 
poems of König Tirol, the Winsbecke, and the Winsbeckin are 
included in their entirety.51 In his notes Goldast explained that 
alongside the Greek and Roman languages, no other language 
had developed in such a large area as German, which had, more-
over, maintained its purity in a living language tradition to the 
present. This was followed up with the publication of collections 
of medieval Swabian texts in 1605 and Alemannic texts in 1606.52 

Plans for a complete edition of the Heidelberg codex were frus-
trated by the death of his collaborator Marquard Freher (1565-
1614) and then by the war.53 However Goldast's move to 
Frankfurt in search of regular employment also led to a shift in 
emphasis and to the publication of a major three-volume collec-
tion of constitutions and laws of the Empire from 1607, 54 This 
shift in emphasis was apparently also the result of Goldast's new 
friendship and collaboration with the Weimar politician Friedrich 
Hortleder (1579-1640), who was at this time working on his own 
edition of documents relating to the Schmalkaldic War (1546-7). 
He became one of Goldast's main correspondents and patrons 
after Marquard Freher's death.55 

If this was the work of a jobbing editor in search of a patron, 
Goldast soon gave his broad linguistic and cultural agenda a dis-
tinctive political edge when he became involved in the Bellarmine 
controversy in 1611.56 Since the late 1580s Roberto Bellarmine 
(1542-1621), a leading Counter Reformation theologian who 
became the spiritual director of the Collegio Romano in 1588 and 

51 Melchior Goldast, Paraeneticorum veterum pars I. in qua producuntur Scriptores VIII. . . cum 
notis Melchioris Haiminifeldi Goldasti: Ex bibliotheca et sumptibus Bartholomei Schobingeri]. C. adiecte 
Cunradi Rittershusii]. C. coniecturae in panegyricos veteres (Lindau, 1604). 

52 Id., Suevicarum rerum scriptores aliquot veteres (Frankfurt am Main, 16o5); id., Alamannicarum 
rerum scriptores aliquot vetusti (Frankfurt am Main, 1606). 

53 Angelika Giinzburger, 'Die Rezeption der Texte', in Elmar Mittler and Wilfried 
Werner (eds.), Codex Manesse (Heidelberg, 1988), 372-87; Weil, Re;:.eption, 59. 

54 Melchior Goldast, Des Heiligen Riimischen Reichs Kayser, Konig und Churfiirsten 
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Grossen bis aef Karo/um den V(Frankfurt am Main, 16o7-w). 

55 Andreas Klinger, 'Geschichte als Lehrstiick: Friedrich Hortleders Darstellung des 
Schmalkaldischen Krieges', in Der Schmalkaldische Bund und die Stadt Schmalkalden: Seminar am 
13.!I4. Oktober 1995 in Schmalkalden (Schmalkalden, 1996), w1-11; Caspary, Spiithumanismus, 
43, 56, 193; Baade, Goldast, 38-41, !02. 56 Caspary, Spiithumanismus, 187-9. 
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a cardinal in 1599, had tirelessly publicized his theory of papal 
supremacy. Bellarmine held that the papacy had been responsible 
for transferring the Empire from Byzantium to the Franks. This 
assertion was used to buttress papal claims to worldly as well as 
spiritual authority that Paul V (r. 1605-21) was determined to 
realize to the full. The first conflicts involved Venice andJames I 
(r. 1603-25) of England, but German Protestants were also agi-
tated, for Bellarmine's first salvo had been a refutation of Flaccius 
Illyricus' (1520-75) thesis that Charlemagne had taken charge of 
the Empire without papal assistance.57 Goldast became involved 
when Bellarmine denounced William Barclay's (1546-1608) forth-
right defence of the rights of kings, published in 1609. Goldast's 
riposte to Bellarmine both rehearsed the standard Protestant argu-
ments and cited the anti-papal verses of Walther van der 
Vogelweide from the Heidelberg codex in support of his case. In 
the three volumes entitled Monarchia sancti Romani imperii (1611-14) 
Goldast then published a mass of documentation to undermine 
the papal claims.58 For good measure he also included Barclay's 
tract, which the papacy had placed on the Index. 59 

In confronting Bellarmine and his German acolytes, Goldast 
proved himself perhaps the leading exponent of the Protestant 
view that only loyalty to the emperor as a secular ruler could 
guarantee their liberties in the Empire. 60 His own loyalty to the 
Habsburgs as emperors was underlined at the same time by his 
composition ofa memorandum in 1611 for Cardinal Khlesl (1553-
1630) justifying the participation of King Matthias (1557-1619) of 
Bohemia in the deliberations of the college of electors concerning 
the imperial election.61 He was soon able to present this in printed 
form to Matthias shortly after the latter's election as emperor, on 
which occasion he had the satisfaction of seeing his three volumes 
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of constitutions and laws of the Empire at the emperor's hand. 
He further demonstrated his loyalty during the 1620s when he 
persuaded his then master, the count of Schaumburg, that 
Ferdinand II was entitled to the Bohemian throne. Finally, he also 
published a substantial work on the constitution and laws of the 
kingdom of Bohemia which both affirmed Bohemia as part of the 
Reich and proved the Habsburgs' rights of hereditary succession 
there.62 This led to his appointment as imperial councillor, a role 
in which he was active until his death in 1635, though he com-
bined this with service to the elector of Trier and to the landgrave 
of Hesse, at whose behest he moved from Frankfurt to Giessen in 
1633.63 

Goldast's greatjesuit adversary in Germany,Jakob Gretser, 
(1562-1625) denounced him as a Rosicrucian, a 'Thurgauer 
Alpfuchs', a Wycliffite, a Hussite, and an Anabaptist as well as a 
fool and a forger. 64 Certainly he forged some documents; he was 
also driven by a desperate desire for money. 65 Yet he was also 
genuinely committed to a consistent political line and willing to 
work with Calvinist, Lutheran, and Catholic rulers to promote 
that cause. By any definition, he was also a German nationalist 
in whose thinking nation and Empire were inextricably linked by 
virtue of a long historical and cultural tradition. His writings both 
illuminate the nature of the constitutional conflict at the heart of 
the Thirty Years War and indicate a continuity in German think-
ing about nation, culture, and Empire through into the eighteenth 
century. 

Just as Goldast was willing to cooperate with Catholics insofar 
as they supported the traditions of the Empire, so the longer-term 
impact of his writings was not confessionally limited. 66 At first his 
editions served as a major contribution to the early development 
of Protestant ius publicum. Catholic jurists only began to accept this 

62 Begert, Biihmen, 5691 1; Melchior Goldast, De Bohemiae regni, incorporatarumque prouincia-
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new constitutional public of the Empire some fifty years later. For 
some Catholics Goldast's editions represented a major challenge. 
He himself had been stimulated by the historical researches 
undertaken by Catholic scholars in the late sixteenth century. 
Catholic scholars in tum simply rejected his imperialist arguments 
and defended the rights of the Church. In time, however, Catholic 
jurists too became convinced of his notion of a German monarchy 
over which the pope had no authority and that was limited by the 
fundamental laws of the Empire. Some even discovered a histor-
ical and legal justification of their own growing tendency to 
contest papal authority in Goldast's account of the medieval con-
frontation between Rome and the Empire. In that sense Goldast 
may be viewed as a precursor ofFebronianism, which represented 
the Catholic theory of the unity of the Empire in the eighteenth 
century. 

Goldast's collections of political documents were soon super-
seded by better editions. Johannes Limnaeus (1592-1663) and 
Georg Philipp Harsdorffer (1607-58) recommended him highly, 
but in the 1640s Hermann Conring (1606-81) accused him, not 
without some justification, of inaccuracy and forgery. 67 In 1737 
JohannJakob Moser (1701-85) warned against relying on any of 
Goldast's texts.68 His literary editions endured for longer. Unlike 
the political editions, they were not marred by major inaccuracies 
or forgery. 69 Furthermore, until the early eighteenth century they 
remained the only available editions of Walther's poems, for from 
1622 the Codex Manesse was believed to have disappeared and 
its survival in the royal library in Paris only became known in 
Germany in 1711. Goldast's Rerum alamannicarum scriptores was 
republished in 1661 and 1730, on the last occasion by the imperial 
law expert Heinrich Christian von Senckenberg (1704-68) who 
clearly did not share Johann Jakob Moser's qualms about the 
scholarship of their first editor and recommended him as histo-
rian, book collector, and jurist. 70 The Rerum suevicarum scriptores 
appeared again in Ulm in 1727; andJohann Christoph Gottsched 
(1700-66) used the Paraenetici in his Versuch einer Critischen Dichtkunst 
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vor die Deutschen and in his Abhandlung von dem Flore der deutschen Poesie 
zu Kaiser Friedrichs des Ersten Zeiten of 1746.71 Goldast's texts were 
also used by the Zurich scholars and literary criticsJohannJakob 
Bodrner (1698-1783) andJohannJakob Breitinger (1701-76) before 
they were prompted by reading copies made in Paris by Johann 
Christoph von Bartenstein (1689-1767) in 1726 to start work on an 
entirely new edition in 1746. This edition published in 1758-9 was 
based on the original manuscript that Louis XV (r. 1715-74) per-
sonally gave permission to be loaned to Zurich. 72 

Thus many of Goldast's works were still known and appreci-
ated in the middle of the eighteenth century. It was therefore not 
surprising that, in 1774, Johann Gottfried Herder should pay 
fulsome tribute to the wider significance of Goldast's work by 
placing him first on a list of those who had begun to illuminate 
the linguistic and literary dimensions of the German past. 73 

Herder clearly believed, as did the Germanisten of the early nine-
teenth century, that Goldast had been one of the most prominent 
early modem exponents of the idea of the German nation. 

71 Weil, Rezeption, 65. 72 Ibid. 71-4. 
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